**Powerful Effects**
PANDORA is a fully programmable multi-effects processor that is crammed full of 60 professional quality effects including Distortion, Overdrive, Compression, Wah, Pitch shifter and Reverb. A new cabinet resonator faithfully recreates the big, airy sound of a guitar amplifier's speaker cabinet, providing a superb, spacious sound with or without an amplifier. PANDORA comes with 20 ultra-cool multi-effect programs that range from funky to metal, and you can easily and quickly edit them — or create your own programs — using PANDORA's IPE System.

**Learning new licks and songs**
By connecting an external source such as a CD or tape player into PANDORA's AUX IN, PANDORA lets you jam along with your favourite band and learn licks and songs properly. Tuning your guitar is easy with PANDORA's built-in, highly accurate auto-chromatic tuner (calibration 438-445Hz).

**Recording**
Because many of PANDORA's effects have been optimised to sound great when recorded direct, and PANDORA's Cabinet Resonator faithfully recreates the sound of a guitar amp's speaker cabinet, you can get great guitar sounds to tape without the hassle of mic'ing.

---

**Training & Practicing**
With PANDORA you can practice and learn new licks in the privacy of your own headphones wherever you are — backstage, on the train, on the beach... It is battery operated and so compact just throw it in your guitar case and take it anywhere. Practice along with the built-in metronome — especially helpful for nailing those fast riffs and polishing your rhythm chops. (The click tone is not electronic but a gentle mechanical tone generated by sampling).

**Other great stuff**
During performance, you can attach the compact PANDORA to your body by using the optional holder. Changing effects programs is accomplished by the two large raised buttons on the top panel, and by selecting the Mode switch's Play mode, you can avoid accidental mis-operation. You can use PANDORA without worrying about battery shortage thanks to its astonishing long life (8.5 hours) via two AA alkaline batteries (while using headphones). PANDORA's state of the art display uses long-life light storage material and is easy to read even in a dark environment, especially useful for backstage checks before a performance.